[Characterization of premature ventricular contraction initiating ventricular fibrillation].
The aim of this study is to characterize the electrocardiographic features of premature ventricular contractions (PVC) from different anatomical region that trigger ventricular fibrillation (VF). 36 consecutives patients (20 males, 42+/-14 yrs) undergoing VF ablation from 7 centres were studied (22 with idiopathic VF, 4 associated with a long QT syndrome, 3 with Brugada syndrome, 4 with ischaemic cardiomyopathy and 3 associated with other substrate). Mapping of these PVC showed 2 different origins, which were then confirmed by ablation: right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) (22%) and peripheral Purkinje network (81%). One patient had PVC from both origins (Brugada). RVOT PVC were frequent but had triggered only 5+/-5 episodes of VF for 26+/-33 months. Purkinje PVC were more likely to be present during electrical storm with 18+/-28 episodes of VF for 33+/-45 months. Right Purkinje PVC have a left bundle branch block with superior axis morphology whereas left Purkinje ones have a right bundle branch block. The axis of activation showed variation from inferior to superior depending on the area of origin from the Purkinje network and the exit site to the myocardium. However Purkinje PVC were characterized by short QRS duration (126+/-18 vs 145+/-13ms for RVOT PVC; p=0.05). In addition the coupling interval was significantly shorter compared to RVOT PVC (292+/-45 vs 358+/-37ms respectively; p=0.005). PVC initiating VF demonstrate specific electrocardiographic features that facilitate determination of their origin. Ablation of these typical PVC is feasible in order to reduce ICD shock.